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KEY FACTS ABOUT ARMWRESTLING AUSTRALIA	
  
1. The AAF receives free 6x6 exhibition booths and stage time at popular
sporting expos such as Melbourne FitX, Brisbane Fitness Expo & Adelaide
Fitness Expo.

2.

The AAF has been featured in Men’s
Health, Maxim, on Channel 10, The Footy
Show, The Herald Sun, local newspapers,
continues to receive ongoing media
attention and are filming a reality TV show.

3. The AAF website attracts over 15,000
unique visitors per month, the average user
staying for 5mins, as well as a growing
Youtube channel and an active Facebook
following.

ABOUT ARMWRESTLING AUSTRALIA
The Australian Armwrestling Federation is an organisation dedicated to the growth of the exciting sport of
armwrestling within Australia. With the primary aim of achieving mainstream recognition and the status
of a true strength sport, the organisation is working constantly to hold and promote armwrestling
competitions of the highest possible level throughout Australia.
As an instantly recognisable and familiar test of one’s strength, arm wrestling can and certainly does
appeal to a diverse range of people, both men and women alike, irrespective of age, fitness and strength
levels. It is a sport of the people, accessible to all who wish to be involved, and if the interest shown in
the sport over the last three years within Australia is anything to gauge things by, its rapid growth is
something that will only continue to increase in the coming years.
Armwrestling competitions are extremely fast paced and exciting, creating an atmosphere of
intensity and power almost unrivalled by most other combative strength sports. This intensity
generated by the competitors feeds quickly into the spectators creating a thrilling and involving event
anyone who witnesses it. These events are truly electric at their very best.
On an international level, armwrestling events are truly a spectacle to behold, and draw attention
from mainstream media along with incredibly large crowds and diverse crowds for a strength
sport. If recent events in Australia continue to grow in the way that they have, then there is no reason as
to why armwrestling will not see itself thrust into a brighter sporting spotlight in Australia, a spotlight it
enjoys readily across the USA and Eastern Europe.

	
  

Armwrestling in Australia is now primed to assert its status as the most accessible,
intense, and exciting of all the strength sports!

ARMWRESTLING EVENTS
Competitions in Australia range from local grassroots competitions through to state and national
championships with an ever growing competitor and spectator base, and even special event
championships such as the annual FitX Armwrestling Cup, held at the huge FitX exhibition in Melbourne
over the last three years, which sees armwrestling step into the spotlight and exposed to thousands of
people from all walks of life.
In addition to holding competitions, AAF also engage in special events known as Super Matches. Most
recently, the AAF sponsored John Brzenk (The Guinness World Record’s ‘Best’ Armwrestler) and Devon
Larratt (World’s No. 1 Armwrestler) to fly to Australia and go up against some of Australia’s strongest
powerlifters in a ‘$1000 challenge’ and conduct Australia wide seminars.
Our competitions and special events attract strong media attention through print, tv & radio. Our current
sponsors have benefited from strong brand exposure through these channels.
The AAF has also recently become engaged in the filming of a new reality TV show in a similar format to
the hit US series ‘Game of Arms’ by the same producers of Mega Truckers and Bondi Vet.
For an updated list of upcoming events, the AAF calendar can be viewed online.

ARMWRESTLING MARKETING
The AAF manages its own marketing in-house, through its dedicated team. The AAF currently promotes
itself via the following mediums;
!

WEBSITE: The AAF website is an ever growing hub of Australian armwrestling news. We currently have over
15,000 views per month on our site with strong user interaction. The website is regularly updated with
relevant news, upcoming events and video/photo content as well as strong user generated activity.

!

FACEBOOK/SOCIAL MEDIA: The AAF Facebook, Twitter and Youtube are a strong and engaged community.
AAF in a short period of time have attracted highly active Facebook followers. The AAF utilise paid
Facebook advertising to promote itself to its relevant market and increase exposure.

!

EVENTS: A core form of marketing for the AAF is its events and competitions. Strong PR is managed leading
up to and after events to promote the Federation. At key events, we fly over our committee members to be
present for networking and sponsor relationship purposes. AAF presence at events triggers immense
interest from patrons and forms strong relationships with media partners.

WHY SPONSOR AUSTRALIAN ARMWRESTLING?
!
!
!
!
!
!
	
  

Gain awareness through your company’s visible commitment to a rapidly growing sport	
  
Be recognised and increase sales through a number of promotional means	
  
Maximise exposure to your target market	
  
LOW COST investment for a 12 month period	
  
Gain positive publicity and regular media attention 	
  
YOUR BUSINESS EXPOSED ON TV via the new reality TV show 	
  

ARMWRESTLING IN ACTION
To see our latest videos, head to our Youtube Channel.

HISTORY OF ARMWRESTLING
Armwrestling, in its basic form -- two people facing each other, grasping hands and attempting to force each other's arm down -- has been practiced
by various peoples going back thousands of years. The exact origins are unknown and are likely to forever remain a mystery. One thing that is certain
is that in more recent times, armwrestling (or "wristwrestling", a term that was commonly used interchangeably to describe the same activity up until
the mid-20th century) was a favourite strength demonstration among many strongmen. During the first half of the 20th century, it was not uncommon
for a strongman to give an armwrestling exhibition where he would take on all comers, often offering a monetary prize to anyone who could put his
arm down. Many of these strongmen had reputations of being unbeaten and called themselves "world" champions. Between the 1930's and 1950's,
however, one man developed more notoriety for his armwrestling prowess than any other -- Ian Gordon "Mac" Batchelor.
Mac Batchelor was a 6'1" 300 pound Los Angeles bar owner and strongman who performed amazing feats of strength. Demonstrations of hand and
wrist strength were his specialty. One such display included placing four bottle caps between his fingers and bending them simultaneously while
making a fist! Mac also developed a reputation as being unbeatable in arm or wrist wrestling. Mac took on all comers, night after night -- seated or
standing, left or right -- and never lost. One night he even took on the entire Los Angeles Rams football team, who had gone to the bar in the hopes
that someone would be able to beat him. None of them could. Mac's proficiency led him to being invited to participate in a two out of three challenge
match with 280 pound Earl Audet, another man who had a reputation of being unbeatable. The event occurred on December 16th, 1946 at the
Embassy Auditorium in Los Angeles. The matches weren't easy, but Mac emerged as the victor and earned the title of "Wrist-wrestling Champion of
America". In 1956 Mac "retired" from the sport with his perfect record, receiving a special award to mark this occasion at the Mr. USA contest held in
Los Angeles. Though officially retired from the sport at the age of 46, Mac continued to take on tavern visitors for another several years. Although Mac
Batchelor was recognized as being the top wrist wrestler during the middle part of the 20th century, he retired having never actually competed in an
official tournament. Organized tournament armwrestling, with official rules and a specialized table, is first believed to have emerged during the 1950s
in a little town in northern California.
The match that is credited with having sparked the development of organized armwrestling occurred in the back room of "Diamond" Mike Gilardi's bar
in Petaluma, California. Jack Homel, a trainer for the Detroit Tigers who had a reputation for being unbeatable at wristwrestling, was vacationing in
Petaluma at the time. Bill Soberanes, a columnist for the Argus-Courier and regular bar patron, overheard Jack say that he had never lost a
wristwrestling match. Bill told Jack that he knew someone who could beat him: Oliver Kullberg, a 200-pound rancher who was supposedly the
strongest man in Sonoma County. A date was set, and a crowd gathered at the bar on February 16th, 1953 to witness the match (*many reports
state 1952 as being the year that the match occurred, but early articles have been found where both Bill Soberanes and Jack Homel quote 1953).
Legend has it that the match went on for three minutes until the table collapsed under their weight. The referee called it a draw. Bill saw how much the
crowd enjoyed the spectacle, and thought a wristwrestling tournament would
be a great idea.
Jack was interested in the development of the event and built an official standup table with moveable elbow sockets so that no competitor would have an
advantage simply by having a longer forearm. Some of the rules that were
established in the early days involved the banning of thumb-greasing, table
grasping (hence the gripping of the non-competing hands), and overlong
fingernails. The event was little more than an informal get-together during the
first few years, but it wasn't long before it was called the Petaluma, then
Sonoma County, then Northern California Championship, then California
Championship as the competitors came from an ever widening area. Jack
competed the first couple of years, but retired undefeated from competition in
1955 to focus on the administration of the tournament. That year, Dave
Devoto, a young man from Santa Rosa, first attended the event with his father,
who was a regular at Gilardi's Corner. Dave was a strong young man, but the
open weight class and the fact the competition was right-hand only (Dave was
a lefty) discouraged him from competing so he chose to sit back and enjoy the
show. He was captivated by what he saw and loved the atmosphere. This
was when Dave saw Bill for the first time -- they would eventually form a partnership that would lead to huge advances for the sport.
In 1961, Dave Devoto moved to Petaluma and his insurance office was next door to the Argus-Courier. One of the first people he ran into was Bill
Soberanes. They formed a friendship and wristwrestling was one of their common passions. It wasn't long before Dave suggested to Bill that they
really try to blow up the event by moving it to a bigger venue and labeling it the World Wristwrestling Championships. Bill agreed and in 1961 they
formed the World Wristwrestling Corporation (WWC) with the slogan "Pure Strength and Raw Courage."
The 1962 event was held in the auditorium of the Veterans Memorial Building, one of Petaluma's largest venues. 50 competitors took part in the first
World Championships, and several hundred spectators were in attendance. One of the competitors who was expected to do well was a man by the
name of Joe Valencia. He was brought up to the event by Tom Flores and Tom Louderback of the Oakland Raiders football team and they were
confident that he would win the heavyweight title, as he had beaten all of the Raiders players. They were so confident that they bet $5,000 that he
would win the title. Joe was a fierce competitor, psyching everybody out and sometimes even hurting people when he beat them. He did well until he
ran into the 1961 champion, 6'4" 270 pound Duane "Tiny" Benedix. Joe reportedly said "OK, boy, I'm taking care of you" to which Tiny replied, "I'm
not a boy. I'm a man," and proceeded to pin him. In the final, 5'8" Earl "The Mighty Atom" Hagerman pinned Tiny -- a surprise reversal over the
previous year's final when Tiny beat Earl. The match was controversial, with both competitors saying Tiny wasn't ready, but the referee's call stood.
Tiny wasn't very happy with the outcome and trained intensely over the next year and took the
title back in 1963.
The World Wristwrestling Championships grew in popularity steadily grew in attendance
throughout the '60s and on February 7th, 1964, Bill Soberanes proclaimed Petaluma
"Wristwrestling Capital of the World.” With this growth came a number of changes to the event.
The 1964 event was the first to offer different weight classes: lightweight (up to 175 lbs),
middleweight (176 to 200 lbs), and heavyweight (over 200 lbs). An open women's class was
also first offered that year. The time limit on matches, which was an original rule whereby the
referee could stop a match that went on for too long and declare a winner, was eventually
removed.

MEET THE TEAM
The Australian Armwrestling Federation (AAF) falls under the authority of the World Armwrestling Federation (WAF)
and its executive committee consisting of:

President:
Vice President:
GENERAL Secretary:
TREASURER:
Referee in chief:
MARKETING DIRECTOR:

Phil Rasmussen
Nicholas Tiliacos
Rohan Dodds
Andrew Lea
Brendan Downes
Amy Kauler

STATE DIRECTORS
NEW SOUTH WALES
VICTORIA
QUEENSLAND
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Jason Deng
Jesse Johnston
Steve Carter
Alfred Caulker
Murray McKay

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE	
  
Phil Rasmussen, President
Phil is a driving force in Australian arm wrestling. As head of the AAF, Phil is working hard to raise the profile of the sport in
Australia and give it the exposure it needs to see it become a mainstream sport in this country. Phil is another one of Australia’s
dominant arm wrestlers. In 2012 alone Phil managed to win both Queensland and West Australian state championships on both
hands, along with becoming the 90kg left hand national champion. Born in Denmark, Phil is another diverse athlete with a sporting
background in tennis, gymnastics, and swimming. His passion for arm wrestling is complimented by a dedication to fitness and a
strict vegan diet.

NicHOLAS Tiliacos, Vice President
Nick has an incredibly diverse sporting background, achieving high levels in soccer, rugby league, basketball, and track and field.
He has now set his focus on becoming one of Australia’s most dominant arm wrestlers. Nick has proven himself to be a man for
others to measure themselves against, winning numerous state titles and national titles, including his recent domination of the NSW
state championships, placing first in his weight class for both hands, and winning the Overall titles for both hands. In his role as the
AAF Vice President, Nick is working towards goals such as bringing the WAF world championships onto Australian soil and seeking
government sporting recognition for arm wrestling in Australia.

Rohan Dodds, GENERAL Secretary
First becoming aware of competitive arm wrestling around 2004, it was another 8 years before Rohan would enter into the sport.
After spending many years spent involved in team sports such as Australian Rules Football and Rugby, Rohan gravitated towards
strength training to assist his performance in these sports. Quickly, the involvement in team sports waned as a passion for
individual pursuits in strength sports developed over many years leading to his involvement with the Australian Armwrestling
Federation, and the consequent love for the sport shared by all of those involved with it.

ANDREW LEA, TREASURER
Andrew first discovered competitive arm wrestling in 2012 and has quickly made an impact on the sport in Australia with a
Tasmanian left hand championship title to his name, and most recently travelling to New Zealand to compete in their national
championships, returning with a runner up placing in the right hand division. Married with two young boys, Andrew still finds time
for weekly sport specific training along with running his own business, fishing, travelling, and mixed martial arts. Andrew is also
working hard to see the sport of arm wrestling evolve from its current grassroots level to a recognised strength sport with Australia.

Brendan Downes, REFEREE IN CHIEF
Brendan began his interest in strength Sports at the age of 11 when he bought his first Benchpress and Barbell set with his hard
earned money from his part time job as a milkboy. Like many others Brendan has dabbled in many different systems of strength
and skill such as Martial Arts, Kettlebells, HIT (mike Mentzer) bodybuilding system and Grip strength training. Brendan Moved to
Australia from New Zealand in 2006 and quickly sought out like-minded Individuals. Brendan is currently working towards a Referee
study course to help bring this to fruition.

AMY KAULER, CREATIVE & COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR
Amy has been the driving force behind the Federation’s brand since the very beginning. She has helped create a world class
sporting organisation that is Internationally recognised with a professional and eye catching brand. She is by trade a Marketing &
Events Manager, as well as a highly accomplished Graphic & Web Designer. She currently manages all communications,
sponsorships, events & marketing activities.

STATE DIRECTORS	
  
Murray McKay, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Murray is one of the most decorated arm wrestlers in Australia, competing at the highest levels numerous times, he holds several
state and national titles, multiple law enforcement and fire- fighter games championships, and impressive performances in the
World Armwrestling Federation (WAF) championships against some of the sports very best athletes, including Russia’s world
champion, Alexey Voevoda. Certainly an impressive path for someone who first entered into the world of arm wrestling through a
challenge offered to two bullies as a method of standing up for himself.
Needless to say, Murray has not been bullied since.

Jesse Johnson, VICTORIA
Jesse first started his journey into the world of arm wrestling in 2007 whilst still at school. Immediately, Jesse fell for the sport and
has never looked back, training and learning as much as he can about the sport relentlessly. This dedication recently lead to him
competing at the 2012 World Championships in Brazil, achieving 12th place in the 70kg right hand senior men’s division, no mean
feat on a world stage, and not long after winning two Tasmanian state titles in the 85kg and 100kg+ divisions.

Jason Deng, NEW SOUTH WALES
Arm wrestling for 8 years now, first being introduced to the sport in Japan by a Japanese state champion, Jason is a personal
trainer with high aspirations for the sport and his involvement with it. Jason is on his way towards a goal of one day becoming and
Australian champion and representing Australia at the highest level, with two high achievements under his belt, becoming the
Queensland state champion in 2012 in his weight division, and placing 3rd in the 2007 Newcastle arm wrestling championships.
Jason is married and is the father of two young boys.

Jamie Carle, NORTHERN TERRITORY
Jamie is a 30 year old environmental scientist who entered his first national arm wrestling competition in 2012 and left the other
competitors reeling as he dominated the 90kg right hand class and then went on to win the right hand overall class. No mean feat
for his first competition. Born in New Zealand, Jamie, his wife and young daughter now reside in Darwin, Northern Territory, where
Jamie works in the resource sector. Jamie lives an active life, with a love of rugby, athletics, mountaineering, hunting, camping,
fishing, and tennis.

Steve Carter, QUEENSLAND
Steve is an active arm wrestling competitor from Brisbane who approaches the sport not only from a power and strength angle, but
also a technicians mind. Although the strength and rivalry involved within the sport are appealing to Steve, he is also interested in
how the technical aspects involved with winning in this sport can be played out. A factor often overlooked by the outsider looking
in.

MAJOR SPONSORSHIP INVESTMENT PROPOSAL 2014-15	
  
___________________________________________________________________
Exclusivity:

Industry exclusivity (100%)
Shared sponsorship 1 of 2 major sponsors p.a.
Investment:
$35,000 (Inc. GST) p.a. (Estimated value at $70,000-$80,000)
___________________________________________________________________

Major Sponsorship Entitlements
Major sponsor prominent logo identification on AAF website
Major sponsor branded Supermatch 2x per year
Major sponsor prominent logo identification across all media communications
Major sponsor promotional online banner* on AAF website
Regular Facebook promotions and product reviews
! Naming rights to 1 division per event (includes option to present the division winners trophy)
! Major sponsor event stall*, promotional staff* and event banners*
! Major sponsor logo on all AAF shirts & merchandise
! Major sponsor regular recognition at all events
!
!
!
!
!

COMMITMENT
! Minimum 12 months
! Quarterly major sponsorship payment $8,750 (Inc. GST)
! Please note 1st payment triggers the commencement of the major sponsorship
agreement
	
  
*Denotes complete material supplied by major sponsor

	
  
We at The Australian Armwrestling Federation look forward to hearing from you in regards to
the sponsorship opportunity. We feel your business is perfectly aligned to our target market and
a partnership would be of benefit to both parties. Should you be interested in discussing
further, please contact:

Amy Kauler, Marketing Director
e: media@armwrestlingaustralia.com // m: 0420 988 185

http://www.armwrestlingaustralia.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/FitX-2013-Hero.jpg

